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India’s Journey Through the Pandemic from an Epidemiologist’s Lens

8th July, 2020

Coronavirus Cases
India

Confirmed
753,354

Recovered
464,171

Deaths
20,803

Global

Confirmed
11,999,987

Recovered
6,945,853

Deaths
547,682

*Figures as on 8 July, 2020

Highlights

Six months into the outbreak, a lot has changed about what
we know about the virus and how India handled the pandemic. Epidemiologist, and the president of the Public Health
Foundation of India (PHFI), Professor K Srinath Reddy in a talk
with The Indian Express throws light on how India is dealing
with different calendars to contain the spread of the virus in
different parts of the country. From large cities being severely
affected to the lesser impact on several parts of India being
lightly touched by the virus, Prof. Reddy gives us a 360-degree perspective on India’s battle with the outbreak and the
way we have been able to manage the spread in many cities.
Read More

Policy Matters

In what came as yet another warning in
times when the world is struggling to
fight the pandemic, The World Health
Organization (WHO), today, warned of a
spike in global deaths. The warning
came following the surge in cases in the
last 15 days.
Read More
Although India aggressively ramped up
domestic production of ventilators to
meet the need in case of critical
COVID-19 cases, today, manufacturers
are struggling with excess stocks as
health experts suggest a shift in the
treatment to non-invasive oxygenation.
Will India open export channels for these
manufacturers?
Read More
COVID-19 testing in Chandigarh remains
limited as the outbreak continues to
rapidly affect the city. The union territory
only conducted 140 tests on an average
per day in the last seven days.
Read More

The Need for Walk-in Tests to Accelerate India’s Fight
Against COVID-19
With Mumbai’s civic agency in Mumbai becoming the first
in India to allow people to get tested for Covid-19 without
a doctor’s prescription, walk-in tests could mark a significant beginning in what could lead us to effectively fighting
the outbreak. – a step experts say is crucial to adequately scale up a process that alone could hold the key to
beating back the outbreak.
Read More
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How Self-Reliance Could Redefine India’s Position in
the Global Supply Chain
Even as the self-reliant India rhetoric received a mixed bag
of reactions from policy makers on all sides of the aisle,
Foreign Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla reiterated the
fact that self-reliance does not mean protectionism. In fact,
he threw light on how building capacities at home will
prepare in becoming a key player in mitigating global
market disruptions. The time is now for India to not look at
the self-reliant move as an inward-looking approach,
instead wake up to how it will build India’s image as a potential player in the global market, while strengthening the
domestic market.
Read More

On the Global Front

Highlights
After dismissing the claims of airborne
spread of coronavirus, WHO acknowledged that there is "evidence emerging" suggesting that coronavirus might
be spreading 'airborne'.
Read More

Digital ConversationsSocial Media
On what basis is Ganga Ram hospital
calling plasma therapy a life saving
treatment? Where is the evidence? It is
bad enough that ignorant politicians and
babus promote it without caveats. But
how can a medical centre make such
unscientific statement
Rema Nagarajan
@RemaNagarajan
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As India faces shortage of Remdesivir,
@Cipla_Global says its supplies will hit
market in 1-2 days @archanajsr #CNBCTV18Exclusive
@CNBCTV18Live
#COVIDー19 #remdesivir
Shereen Bhan
@ShereenBhan

Hong Kong has entered the third wave of
COVID-19 Infections
The city which effectively controlled the COVID-19 death
toll, Hong Kong is seeing what the health officials are
calling “a third wave” of coronavirus infections. The city
which relaxed social-distancing restrictions in April, reported 14 new cases yesterday (Tuesday) which is a
major spike since there were few or no daily infections in Hong Kong for months.
Read More
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